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Abstract: Voice user interfaces (VUIs) have become very common for telephone
based applications, e.g. call centers and value-added services. Though there are
advantages for further fields of application as well, they are still rarely used. This
paper describes the range of aspects to be considered before implementing VUIs in
industrial environments. It supports the decision process on whether or not a VUI
is reasonable for a certain context of use. In order to create an overview of the
relevant aspects, this paper refers to findings from the literature and integrates insights gained from interviews with carriers as well as suppliers of VUI applications.

1 Introduction
Voice user interfaces (VUIs) use speech technology to provide users with access to information, allow them to perform transactions, and support communications [CO04].
VUIs rely on automatic speech recognition (ASR) for user input and use speech, either
recorded or synthesized, as their primary form of output. VUIs enable human-computer
dialogues that cover only a limited spectrum of human conversation focusing on a predefined set of speech acts in a specified task domain. These restrictions reflect the limitations of today’s speech recognition technology.
Today, speech technology is widely used in call centre applications. In other domains,
however, speech interaction is currently only rarely used. Especially in the field of industrial production, the application of speech technology has still a great potential for
growth. Operators with radio-controlled headsets benefit from higher mobility as the input and output of information is not restricted to a fixed location of a computer terminal.
An employee of a saw mill, for example, can adjust the breadth of the saw without having to put down his work piece and to take off his gloves. This example shows that in the
industrial domain the requirements of the VUI are often even less complex than in other
domains. Here, the context of use is well defined and often “known” by the system.
Moreover, the user interface is controlled by a small number of recurrent users, which
means that both system and user can be trained for an efficient interaction.
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This paper discusses the conditions for a beneficial application of VUIs in industrial contexts. We describe advantages and disadvantages of speech interaction in order to point
out which contextual conditions have to be considered before employing VUIs.

2 Criteria for the implementation of voice user interfaces
2.1 Communication with computers is still restricted – yet effective
Natural language has a huge advantage compared to fixed menu structures: users can
compile a lot of information in short sentences, that otherwise would be hidden in deep
hierarchic structures. The short sentence „I want to fly from Stuttgart to London tomorrow morning“, contains the number of people traveling, date, time, start and destination
of the journey. Additionally, the user can describe in own terms what he wants, rather
than adapt to the systems language. VUIs can – in contrary to graphical user interfaces
(GUIs) – process different expressions for a command (e.g. show, visualize, view or display). Today, communication with technology is task oriented and therefore restricted,
but if applications are well designed, VUIs offer a direct and efficient way of interaction.
2.2 Even large amounts of information can be easily input via voice, whereas output
is limited
Most users can speak significantly faster than they can type or write [ZU99]. Speech input can save time and avoid problems. Listening to speech output – on the other hand –
is slower than accessing visual information. People can read faster than they can listen.
Also, people can easily compare texts, pictures or figures visually. Doing this via a VUI
is more demanding while users need to keep a lot of information in short time memory,
which is not comfortable and may lead to mistakes. Suitable tasks for VUIs can require
high amounts of user input, whereas the system output should be either an action or
rather small amounts of information at a time.
Option menus can be displayed on GUIs very easily, but GUIs can only display a certain
amount of information and displays are overloaded regularly. The options available for a
VUI are often not visible and therefore it is hard for users to know what systems can perform. It is important that users either know their capability or additionally have a visual
aid (e.g. screen) to display possible options if these are too complex to be output via
voice. The access to information is easy as long as the user knows it is accessible.
Acoustic output allows information to be exposed to all users at a time. Acoustic output
is widely used for emergency signals, and it can also be used to reveal which action a
machine is performing etc. (e.g. lifting platform moves down). Users are enabled to react
immediately if attendance is necessary. Without mobile devices, the operator notices errors only when passing the affected machine by chance or when he gets back to his PC
the next time. The opportunity of receiving real-time messages anywhere and anytime
enables the operator to immediately react to critical events (cf. [JA04]).
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2.3 Dealing with linguistic diversity is practicable, some kind of information is less
suitable
VUIs can be trained to understand different languages as well as accents or dialects. This
may lead to a unique role of VUIs in the European Union due to cultural and linguistic
diversity.
Spatial and visual information is difficult to be transferred into speech (e.g. maps; plans;
commands like shift, turn; descriptions of motion as in sports) and is therefore hardly
suitable for VUIs. The same applies to emotional information, as it is not only transmitted by words, but also by intonation, gesture and facial expression. Another problem is
the acoustic presentation of structural information. Furthermore, it is not possible to present information in a parallel way, as is possible with visual information (e.g. tables).
Users can quickly switch between two pictures or pictures and text, but switching between two blocks of acoustic information is difficult. Also the manipulation or correction of visual data is possible, whereas the same action applied to acoustic information is
time consuming and complicated, e.g. spelling mistakes (cf. [SH00]).
Suitable information for VUIs is such that it can easily be put in words [GA99]. Fixed
values for example are easily transmittable via voice. Security relevant information is
suitable when user identification is required. It is not suitable if critical information is
transferred (others may listen) or for critical user input such as an emergency stop (as the
recognition rate is not 100 % and therefore users should not rely on it in the first place).
2.4 Overcoming physical handicaps
For users with tendovaginitis, motor impairments or just big hands it is often difficult to
operate (mobile) computers manually. The implementation of a VUI can simplify this
kind of work significantly. Also users with visual impairments can profit from VUIs,
whereas users with aural/vocal impairments can interact via voice only in a limited way.
2.5 Hands and eyes free, mobility provided
VUIs can be controlled via wireless headsets. This enables location-independent humancomputer interaction. Users can walk around freely and take a comfortable posture,
which helps to prevent postural deformities. Wearable VUIs economize not only the
routes between work piece and PC terminal, but also the paths that the user’s eyes and
input devices (e.g. mouse) have to take on the screen.
Speech applications provide a particular advantage when the user has to pay full visual
attention to the primary work task while interacting with the system. The same holds for
situations when the user’s hands are busy or not free for other reasons, e.g., wearing
gloves, being soiled. In other words, conventional GUIs that demand visual attention and
manual control interfere with most primary work tasks of industrial environments.
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VUIs support efficiency by making it possible to accomplish two tasks simultaneously,
e.g., operate a measuring device and input the displayed values into the system. This is
not only beneficial in terms of time savings, but it is also supporting an ergonomic flow
of work which is not disturbed by secondary tasks (e.g. keyboard entry) [KOE03]. Thus,
VUIs can improve productivity and precision [CO93].
2.6 Straight usability – even under adverse conditions
Acoustical systems have great advantages if the perception of visual information is impaired (e.g. darkness, too much light, vibration). Situations like this occur for example
during the maintenance of machines, when flaps or covers conceal sources of light.
VUIs provide special advantages “for work under uncomfortable circumstances – humidity, low temperatures, insufficient lighting, e.g., in deep freeze stores or during inspections outdoors” [HE04]. The only equipment to be worn is a headset and robust radio receiver. In particularly hygienic environments a headset can easily be kept clean.
VUIs are also beneficial, when there is no or only a very restricted keyboard or screen
available (e.g. mobile phones, mobile devices).
Today’s speech technology can handle noisy environments relatively well. Especially
continuous noise is easily manageable, whereas unforeseeable and sudden peaks may
lead to difficulties. In contrast, the implementation of VUIs may not be favorable in very
quiet environments or whenever human to human communication is vital.
2.7 Motivational aspects matter
Users may be not too happy at first, when VUIs are introduced into their working environment. Negative attitudes are more widely spread than positive usage experiences.
Only a highly acceptable VUI will be able to create user acceptance and to utilize the
advantages of VUIs, e.g.:
•

Efficiency can be improved by omitting unpleasant and time-consuming tasks.

•

Computer knowledge is not necessary for using a VUI.

•

Users are often used to wearing earplugs and therefore accept wearing headsets
very quickly, as this gives them the opportunity to communicate.

•

VUIs can be adapted to individuals in a very short time. Therefore, recurrent
users can choose the terms/language they want to use and do not have to avoid
foreign words or accents and dialects.
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3 Conclusion
VUIs will not be powerful enough to replace graphical user interfaces in the future. According to Shneiderman, “speech is the bicycle of user-interface design: it is great fun to
use and has an important role but it can carry only a light load” [SH98]. However, under
certain conditions and in certain contexts, speech – the same holds for bicycles – is the
most comfortable and most efficient way to get things done.
In this paper, we have analyzed the most important factors that influence the beneficial
employment of VUIs in industrial environments. Further studies and interviews with
stakeholders are planned in order to see how the specific requirements in individual production contexts can be met by a selective and purposeful application of speech technology. The potentials of speech interaction presented here make us expect significant market growths for VUIs in the production context. Special attention will be paid to multimodal interfaces that combine the advantages of auditory and visual-manual interaction.
According to the specific requirements of the current task and working context, the user
can switch between interaction modalities or use a suitable combination of them.
In order to tap the full potential of these future user interfaces and in order to achieve a
broad acceptance among the users and carriers of the emerging systems, a user-centered
design approach will be indispensable.
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